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Poly - WiFi/bluetooth module for Mojo
Poly is a portable music streamer/player that 
combines with Mojo to wirelessly stream from 
connected devices.

Available in:          Black 

SRP: £495.00

Mojo - Hard case
Our official Chord case is the original and best 
companion for your Mojo, protecting it from scrapes, 
bumps, and drops.

Available in:          Black 

SRP: £69.90

Mojo/Poly - Hard case 
Our official Chord case is the original and best 
companion for your Mojo, protecting it from scrapes, 
bumps, and drops.

Available in:          Black 

SRP: £79.90
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Mobile

Mojo/ Poly - Sleeve case
Our official Chord case is the original and best 
companion for your Mojo, protecting it from scrapes, 
bumps, and drops.

Available in:          Black 

SRP: £25.00

Mojo/ Poly - Premium leather case
Our official Premium leather Chord case is the 
original and best companion for your Mojo, 
protecting it from scrapes, bumps, and drops.

Available in:          Black 

SRP: £120.00
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Hugo 3 year warranty*

2yu - Music streamer/player
2yu is a musically transparent interface that connects 
directly to 2go to offer its best-in-class streaming 
capabilities and musical performance to other devices. 

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

SRP: £450.00

*18 months for battery

Hugo 2 - Portable DAC/preamp/headphone amp
Hugo 2 is a powerful DAC and headphone amp that 
builds on the ground-breaking original. Designed for 
both home and mobile use.

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

SRP: £1,895.00

2go - Music streamer/player for Hugo 2
2go is a powerful wired/wireless battery-enabled go-
anywhere streamer with built-in microSD storage slots 
(4 TB max), Roon, AirPlay, DLNA and much more.

SRP: £995.00

Available in:          Black          Silver 

Hugo 2 - Slim case
Our official Chord case is the original and best 
companion for your Hugo 2, protecting it from 
scrapes, bumps, and drops.

Available in:          Black            Red

SRP: £50.00
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Hugo

Hugo 2/ 2go - Premium leather case
Our official leather case is the original and best 
companion for your Hugo 2 and 2go combination, 
protecting it from scrapes, bumps, and drops.

Available in:          Black 

SRP: £99.95

Hugo 2/ 2go - Premium leather carry case
Our official leather carry case is the original and best 
companion for your Hugo 2 and 2go combination, 
protecting it from scrapes, bumps, and drops.

Available in:          Black 

SRP: £109.95
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Huei - Phono stage

A next-generation microprocessor-controlled MM/
MC phono stage with compact dimensions and huge 
versatility thanks to wide-range compatibility.

Available in:          Black                 

SRP: £995.00

Qutest System Stand

An innovative stand system that allows the stacking 
of Qutest range components vertically.

Available in:          Black                 

SRP: £245.00*

*The price quoted is for a single height unit

Qutest 3 year warranty*

Qutest - USB/System DAC

Qutest is a standalone DAC whose performance 
belies its compact dimensions. 

Available in:          Black                 

SRP: £1,250.00

ANNI - Desktop amplifier

Anni is a revolutionary desktop headphone and near-
field studio amplifier using the latest dual-feed-forward 
circuit topology.

Available in:          Black                 

SRP: £1,195.00



Hugo TT 2 - Table Top DAC/preamp/headphone amp
Developed from the multi-award-winning 
transportable Hugo 2, the Hugo TT 2 is bigger, better 
and more advanced in every way. 

Available in:          Black            Silver

SRP: £4,250.00

Table Top (TT Series) 3 year warranty
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Hugo M Scaler - Standalone 1M-tap digital upscaling device
The Hugo M Scaler is a standalone upscaling device 
containing the world’s most advanced digital filter.

SRP: £3,750.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

TToby - 100w Stereo Power Amplifier
The TToby has been designed to complement our 
desktop DAC/headphone amplifier, the Hugo TT 2 
and shares the same compact form factor.

SRP: £2,900.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  



Prima - Five Input Choral Preamplifier
Our Prima preamp forms part of the stylish and 
compact Choral range and has been designed to 
complement our Mezzo power amps. 

SRP: £3,995.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

Étude - 150w Stereo power amplifier
Featuring technology derived from the aerospace 
industry, the Étude is an incredibly compact stereo 
amplifier with stunning power, speed and clarity.

SRP: £3,950.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

Choral 5 year warranty
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Dave - System DAC/preamp/headphone amp
DAVE is the most advanced DAC we have ever made. 
It features the very best conversion technology 
available, using techniques never seen before.

SRP: £8,995.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

Symphonic - Moving Coil Phonostage
Symphonic brings advanced features and our 
proprietary technology to vinyl replay, enabling the 
easy integration of turntables into any system.

Available in:          Black            Silver

SRP: £2,995.00



Choral
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Choral - Stand system
Showcase the perfect Choral system. Machined from 
a solid block of aircraft grade aluminium. Legs in:  
Short - 70 mm, Medium - 115 mm, Large - 165mm

SRP: £1,450.00

Available in:          Black          Silver            Nickel   



Chord & Reference legs 5 year warranty

Black Silver Nickel Side block

Options available for Chord Reference and Chord range legs: Black, Silver, Nickel or Side block in 
black.
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Chord (Integrated Amplifiers) 5 year warranty

CPM 2800 MK II - 120w Signature Integrated Amplifier - Digital
Our CPM 2800 MkII is differentiated from  others in 
this range by the implementation of a DAC and 
multiple digital inputs.

SRP: £7,500.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

CPM 3350 - 220w Signature Integrated Amplifier
Our CPM 3350 combines the legendary low distortion 
amplification of the SPM 1050 Mk. II with the 
precision and control of the CPA 3000.

SRP: £9,500.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

CPM 2650 - 120w Signature Integrated Amplifier
A hybrid of our low-distortion power amplification 
technology with our precision preamp designs with 
six inputs, including balanced, plus a preamp output.

SRP: £5,750.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  



ULTIMA Pre 2 - Eight Input Reference Preamplifier
The ULTIMA Pre 2 offers a substantially larger chassis 
than our Standard Series preamps and contains the 
latest proprietary ultra-high-frequency power supply.

SRP: £12,500.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  
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CPA 3000 - Seven Input Signature Preamplifier
A Chord preamplifier both has flexible input and 
output options, and delivers the purest audio
experience with minimal distortion.

Available in:          Black            Silver

SRP: £6,900.00
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Chord (Stereo Amplifiers) 5 year warranty

ULTIMA 6 - 180w Signature Power Amplifier
ULTIMA 6 is the most affordable entry into full size 
Chord Electronics amplification ownership featuring 
our ground-breaking new error correction topology

SRP: £6,500.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

ULTIMA 5 - 300w Signature Power Amplifier
With a verifiable professional heritage and huge 
amounts of reserve power the ULTIMA 5 is the most 
popular Chord Electronics stereo power amplifier.

SRP: £9,500.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  



5 year warranty
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Chord (Mono Amplifiers)

ULTIMA 2 - 750W Mono Power Amplifier
One model down from the flagship, the ULTIMA 2 offers 
effortless power delivery combined with the newly intro-
duced ULTIMA cosmetic and mechanical refinements.

SRP: £18,500.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

ULTIMA 3 - 480W Mono Power Amplifier
The leading power amplifier in the Chord range, the 
ULTIMA 3 features the new aesthetic, plus four inputs, 
perfectly blending performance with affordability.

SRP: £11,000.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  
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Reference

ULTIMA Pre - Reference-quality eight input preamp
Designed to be entirely uncompromising, the 
ULTIMA preamp is a world-class amplifier with 
advanced proprietary Chord Electronics technology.

SRP: £30,000.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

ULTIMA - 780w Mono Power Amplifier
The ULTIMA mono power amplifiers are for the very 
finest high-end audio systems, that tend to have the 
demanding and most difficult-to-drive loudspeakers.

SRP: £30,000.00

Available in:          Black          Silver                  

5 year warranty


